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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report is addressed to all SPICE2 users involved in the design of MOS (Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor) IC's (Integrated circuits). The material contained herein serves 
as an addition to the SPICE2.G User's Guide [ 11. 

The device and model parameters documented refer to the SPICE2.G release ver- 
sions from the University of California, Berkeley and obsolete the information con- 
tained in the "SPICE2 MOS Modem Handbook" [2] which is valid for the SPICE2.D 
release versions. 

The impact of MOS IC's in both analog and digital applications as well as the 
decreasing dimensions of the sing1,e transistors enabled by advances in processing have 
made it necessary to reflne the models and to provide more ixformation about each 
device as it appears on the circuit layout. Associated with each MOSFET is a drain 
and source-junction sidewall capacitance (-.~hich has a different voltage dependence 
than the bottom of the diffusion) and a parasitic series rasistance. These are unique to 
a certain geometry. A t  the model level there are effects wkch become important as 
the channel length and width go below 1Opm. A thorough description of all parame- 
ters appearing on the element (device) card and model card is contained in Sec. 2. 

In SPICE2.G there are three different KOS models available to the user. The Level 
1 model is the simple Shlchman-Hodges: model implemented according to [3]. This first 
order model has been found necessary for checking out the correctness of hand calcu- 
lations when understanding or developing new circuits. The Level 2 model is an analyti- 
cal one-dimensional model which incorporates most of the second-order effects of 
small-size devices. The Level 3 model is a semi-empirical model described by a set of 
parameters which are defhed by curve-fitting rather than physical background. I t  is 
necessary for the circuit designer t o  know what are the equations governing the 
behaviour of the ?rlOSF'ET"l'' and what is the influence of the various model parameters 
even if hand calculations are almost impossible at this complexity. This insight of the 
MOS2 and MOS3 model equations is found in Sec. 3 and 4.. 

The accuracy of the model depends heavily on the values of the input parameters. 
These input parameters should be related to the particular pracess used at each 
manufacturing site. The large number of parameters which describe the model require 
the existence of a parameter extraction system. Sec. 5 provides some detail on how to 
use some simple preprocessor programs for  the evaluation of the SPICE2 input pararn- 
eters from the measurements taken on test devices. 

Sec. 6 gives an example of a sample SPICE2 X O S  IC ihput deck stressing the corre- 
lation among different model parameters and the importance of modehng various 
second-order effects for a good agreement with measured performance. 
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2 D-ON OF MOSF" P- 

21. Device Parameters 

Accordmg to the new format of the MOSFET device line [l] there are up to 8 
parameters describing each geometry. With the exception of W and L (which are 
defaulted to lm), all other parameters default to zero if not specified. 

W and L are the channel width and length in meters as measured on the layout; 

AD and A S  are the drain and sowce area, respectively; they scale the parameters 
JS and CJ of the model line. If not specified they are assumed zero. When absolute 
values for the junction reverse current (IS) or the junction capacitances (CBD, CBS) are 
input on the model line the areas can b.; omitted. AD and AS are measured as i f  on a 
layout and thus model the bottom of the jun-t. \r ion. 

PD an6 PS are the peririleters of the drain an.d so?L'ce res2ectively; they niultiply 
the junction sidewall capacitance CJSW specified in F/m on the model line. 

NRD and NRS are the nunber of squares of the parasitic series resistance of the 
drain and source diffusions as estimated from the layout. KRD and NRS multiply the 
sheet resistance RSH given on the model card. An alternate way to specify series resis- 
tances for the drain and source is to enter the total values RD and R S  on the model 
card; these vdues will then be added to aJl devices w h c h  invoke that particular model. 
When RD and RS appear in the definition Gf a model then those devices referencing this 
model need no hXD or NRS. 

As is seen from the above there is a close correlation between the parameters 
which appear on the device card and the parameters input on the model card. Since a 
hierarchical order of the model parameters is given irr the following paragraph,only a 
single example is mentioned. The presence of NSUB on the model line automatically 
calls for the calculation of CJ. A way t o  strip the model of m y  bottom junction capaci- 
tance is to delete AD and/or AS lrorn the device card. 

22 MoOelParameters 

T h s  section rather than reproducin,; the information contained in the User's 
Guide groups the 37 parameterz describing the MOSFET model :ri a logical manner. 

LEVEL=l invokes the Sh~9~.man-Hodges x o d e i  (default); 
LEvEL=2 invokes the "MOS2" model to be described in the fo!towiQ section; 
LFvEL=3 invokes the semi-empirical model described in Sec. 4. 

A first classfication is to ditnde the input data into "Elee'Lr.ca1" (derived) and "Pro- 
cessing" (primary) parameters. Accord:ng to this view poict, VTO and GAMMA are 

LEVEL indicates the program which model is desired; 
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electrical and NSUB and TOX are processing parameters. For all models both kinds of 
parameters can be entered with the general convention that the electrical data will 
always override the value computed from processing data if also specified. Thus if VTO, 
NSUB and TOX are input the threshold voltage will assume the value entered as VT.0, 
while, e.g., GAMMA will be computed from NSUB and TOX. 

The following 5 data are the Electrical (derived) parameters: 

VTO is the Extrapolated Zero-Bias Threshold Voltage of a long and wide channel 
device. This voltage is derived at the onset of strong inversion and marks the point 
where the device starts conducting if the weak inversion current is neglected (see the 
description of the parameter NFS). 

If VTO is not an input parameter and KSUB and TOX are specified, SPICEZ will 
evaluate the threshold from the equation 

where 

. 
is the Aatband voltage [C], [SI and pas is the metal (poly-silicon) semiconductor work 
function difference. VTO will be printed out in the summary of the model parameters 
at the beginning of the SPICEZ output. The value VTH whch is printed in the operating 
point information represents the threshold for given terminal voltages and for the par- 
ticular device including size dependence, (see sec. 3.1.). 

K P  is the Intrinsec Transconductance Parameter. If it is not specified and UO (sur- 
face mobility) and TOX are entered, it is computed by the program according to the 
equation 

GAKMA is the Bulk Threshold Parameter and represents the proportionality factor 
relating the change in threshold voltage to backgate bias. I t  is encountered in the 
expression of YTO, the drain-source current. Its, and satilration voltage. When it is not 
input and if the necessary processing parameters are given, it is derived from 

if the necessary processing parameters are given 
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PHI is the Surface Potential at strong inversion 2 p ~ .  When not input it is com- 
puted from 

kT NSUB 
Q ni PHI = 2-h- (2.5) 

LAMBDA is the Channel-Length Modulation Parameter and is equivalent to the 
inverse of the Early voltage for the bipolar transistor and is a measure of the output 
conductance in saturation. By specifying this parameter the MOSFET will have a Anite 
but constant output conductance in saturation. 

If LAMBDA is not input the IIEVEL=l model will assume a zero output conductance 
while the LEXEL=2 model will compute a finite and voltage-dependent oEtput conduc- 
tance defined by 

where L is the channel length input on the device line less the lateral diffusions of the 
drain and source, LD, and AI,  is a function o€ V,, and VGsAr as is shown later, 

The above set of electrical parameters is adequate for the LENEL=l model. 

In the following the parameters which characterize the gate and channel of the 
MOSFET are summarized. These parameters are further classified as oxide charac- 
teristics, charge concentrations and mobility parameters. 

The characteristics of the thin oxide are listed below. 

TOX is the Oxide Thckness and comes into the calculation of the conduction fac- 
tor, backgate bias effect and gate-channel voltage-dependent capacitances. 

If not speefied, in the lXW.L=l model TO): will be assumed infinite, i.e., VTO, W, or 
GAMMA will be defaulted rather than computed if these last quantities are not entered 
directly. The gate capacitances, Ca, CGD and Cm are assumed to be the overlap capa- 
citances, Le., they are constant with voltage. In the L€NGL=2 and =3 model, TOX 
defaults to lOOOA implying that the gate chxpacitances are always voltage-dependent. 

CGSO is the Gate-Source Overlap Capac:it.ancu per meter channel width and 
represents the capacitance due to  the lateral diffusion af the source in a silicon gate 
MOSFFT; the input value is multiplied by the channel wic!th. ' I h s  is the constant part of 
the total Ca capacitance whch has atso a cant.-ibution due to the thm oxide capaci- 
tance (the voliage-dependent charges z,ssacia:ed V i  th the gake and channel). 

CGDO is the Gate-Dram Overlap Capacitance per metor charnel width. The same 
considerations as above apply. 

CGBO is the Gate-Bulk Overlap Czpacitance per meter channel iength and is, as 
opposed t o  the above capacitances, a field omde capxAtance.It is the result of the 
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requirement that the gate has to extend beyond the channel by a certain amount 
according to the specific design rules. The total C p  overlap capacitance results by 
multiplylng the above value by the channel length. 

There are five parameters which describe or relate to charge concentrations. 

NSUB is the Substrate Doping and is used in the derivation of most of the electri- 
cal parameters. The effect of implants can be added by specifying difPerent VTO's and 
maintaining the same NSUB in the different models for the calculations, say of the 
junction capacitances. NSUB can be specified for a LEvEL=l model as well and it 
assumes the same role. 

NSS is the Effective Surface Charge Density and is used for the evaluation of VTO. 
In most cases it is more accurate to specify JT3 as obtained from a parameter extrac- 
tion system rather than NSS. 

NFS is the Effective Fast Surface State Density and serves both as a flag for the 
evaluation of subthreshold currents and as a quantity co;ltrollirG the amount of 
subthreshold current flowing in the dekdce. If not specified, the MOSFET conducts only 
in strong inversion. This puameter is meanjr-gless for a LEVEL=l model. 

NEFF is the Total Channel Charge (Fixed and Mobile) Coefficient. I t  is used as a 
multiplicative factor of NSUB in order to  get the proper value of the output conduc- 
tance in saturation. Physically it accounts for the fact that in the channel there is 
both mobile and fixed chiirge and the total am0un.t has t o  be considered for computmg 
the output conductance. NEFF has meming only when the velocity saturation model is 
used (WAX is specified) in the LEvEL=2 model. 

"PG is the Type of Gate indicates whet.her the simdated device has a metal or 
polysilicon gate (and which polarity type relative t o  the substrate). The NGATE param- 
eter of the older SPICE2 (D and E) versions has been deleted since the poly gate is usu- 
ally heady doped and the Fermi level is located very close to orre of the band edges. 

A last group ot parameters characterizing the gate and channel refer to the pro- 
perties of carriers in the conductive charmel. "he first four describe the surface mobil- 
ity and its variation with the electric field. 

UO is the Surface Mobllity at low gate voltsges. I t  is the only mobility parameter 
which has meaning for a LEVEL,=l or =3 rnicdel. 

UCRIT is the Critic,al Field for Mobility Degradation and is the limit at  which the 
surface mobility UO starts decreasing according to the empirical relation given below. 

UEXP is the Critic& Field Exponent for the empirical formula which characterizes 
the degradation of the surface mobility. 

UTRA is the Transverse Field Coefficient for the empirical mobility d.egrad.ation for- 
rr,da. 
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The above four parmeters  enter in the following equation of the surface mobility 
degradation [SI 

The above parameters are determined best by curve fitting as is shown in Sec. 5. 

VMAX is the Maximum Drift Velocity of Carriers and affects the drain-source 
saturation voltage of the MOSFET. It has been proven that for devices with channel 
lengths shorter than lop the drain current saturates before the channel pinches off 
because the electrons (holes) reach the scattering limited velocity in the channel. The 
model proposed by Baum and Benehng [7]  and first used in the SHOMOS model [B] is 
applied in order to get V D I ~ A ~  from the following equation 

In most cases UTRA can be chosen between 0.0 and 0.5. 

where IDSAT and Qwm are functions of VDsAT. More details about this are given in the 
following section. 

VMAX also acts as a flag in the IXVEL=2 mode!. When specified the scattering lirn- 
ited velocity of carriers determines VDSAT; otherwise the pinch-off approach gives VDSAT. 
This parameter is meaningless for the IXVEL=l model. When specified in LEVEL=2, the 
channel shortening effect uses the KEFF parameter as introduced above (see also Sec. 

A last category of parameters characterize the drain and source junctions of the 
MOSFm. There is some overlap among some of these parameters, e.g., the reverse 
current of the junction can be input either as IS (in A) or as JS (in A / m 2 ) .  Whereas the 
first is an absolute value, the second is multiplied by AD and AS to give the reverse 
current of the drain and source junctions respectively. This methodology has been 
chosen since AD and AS default to zero. The Fame procedure applies also to  the zero- 
bias junction capacitances CBD aad CBS on one hand, and CJ on the other as is seen in 
the  following description. 

RD and HS are the Drain and Solxce Ohmic Resistances and are values which apply 
to all devices invoking the model in which they are specified. (This was the only way for 
the SPICE2.D and .E versions to include series resistances). 

RSH is the Sheet Resistance of the Drain and Source Diffusions and is multiplied by 
the number of squares NRD and NRS whch are ent,ered on each device card to give the 
total drain and source ohmic resistaxe respec:iveiy, for each device. 

3). 
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When both the total value (RD or RS) and the RSH are input the total value over- 
rides. 

CBD and CBS are Zero-Bias B-D and B-S junction capacitances and are total values 
for all devices which reference the model where they are specified. 

CJ is the Zero-Bias B-D and B-S junction capacitance per m2 of junction area and is 
multiplied by the areas AD and AS entered on the device card to give total values for 
the B-D and B-S junction capacitances, \respectively. specific to each single device. CJ 
is computed automatically by the program if NSUB is specified and a step junction is 
assumed. 

When both the total value (CBD or CBS) and CJ (br NSUB) are input, the total value 

MJ is the Grading Coefficient of the El-D and B-S junctions and applies to both CBD 
and CBS, or CJ. 

The above capacitances are well suited for modeling the bottom of the junctions. 
I t  has been found experimentally that an important part of the junction capacitance is 
contributed by the sidewall of the dEusion v,41ich extrzpolates to a different zero-bias 
value and grading coefficient than those pertaining to the bottom of the diffusion. The 
following two parameters account for this capacitance. 

CJSW is the Zero-Bias Junction Sidewall Capacitance per meter of Drain and Source 
Perimeter. It is multiplied by PD and PS entered on the device line to give the drain 
and source junction sidewall capacitances, respectively. 

overrides. 

MJSW is the Grading Coefficient of the Junction Sidewall . 
All the above capacitances and grading coefficients ere determined best from 

curve fitting of measurements taken on specially designed test chips as is outlined in 
Sec. 5. 

The total junction capacitance can be expressed as follows: 
For reverse bias, VBS < FCxPB (see below for explanation of FC and PB) 

For forward bias, VBs > FCxPB 
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The above equations insure a smooth transition from the reverse bias region to the 
forward bias region and prevent the capacitance from increasing to infinity. 

IS is the Reverse Current of the Drain or Source Junctions and is a total value, the 
same for all the drain and source junctions of the devices which reference the model 
containing IS. 

JS is the Reverse Current Density of the Drain or Source Junction per m2 of junc- 
tion area. The total value IS results from a multiplication by AD and AS and is speciffc 
to each junction of each transistor. 

If neither of the above currents are specified, the program. will default IS to  l . O &  
14 A. 11 both IS and JS are specified, IS overrides JS. 

PB is th.e Bulk Junction Potential is used in t5e junction cspacitance formdlztion. 

FC is the Forward Bias Nonideal Junction Capacitance Coefficient ar,d is used as 
shown above in matching the trensition point and voltage characteristic of the juncticn 
capacitance when bias changes from reverse to forward. The d-efauli value of 0.5 
proves satisfactory mast of the time. 

XJ is the Meta1:urgical Jmc-tion Depth.. 

LD is the Lateral Diffusion Coefficient in meters. The effective chsnnel length is 

L = r, - 2xLD (2.11) 

where LM is the length on the circuit mask input on the d e m e  h e .  In all subsequent 
equations L represents the effective channel length. 

LD is used for the computation of L only, whereas XJ is both a flag and parameter 
used in the evaluation of the short-channel effect. 

The only parameters not mentioned so far are 

KF is the Ilicker Noise CoefTizient 

i4.F is the Flicker Noise ExponekThese two parameters are used in the small- 
signal AC nose analysis to  deternune the equivalent ncse current generator connected 
between drdn and source, tlx value of whch is 

(2.12) 

In the future an improved noise model €or th5 %IC?SFET is needed. 
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Listed below are four model parameters which are specific t o  the W L = 3  model 
only. For ihs mDdel, the parameters LAXBDA, UCRIT, U r n ,  UTRA, and NEFF are mean- 
ingless. 

ETA is the Static Feedback Effect Parameter. I t  is the proportionality factor whch 
multiplies the value of V'js in the V,, equation implemented in KOS3 to model the 
static drain to gate feedback effect. 

DELTA is the Channel Width Factor. This is an empirical factor which adjusts the 
depleted bulk charge underneath the gate t o  be in agreement with the observed thres- 
hold voltage increase in narrow-channel devices. 

THETA is the Empirical Mobility Modulation Parameter and is used to  compute 
mobility degradation as a function of Vm. 

KAPPA'is the Field Correlation Factor. It is used to adjust the electric field across 
the surface depletion regim of the device in saturation. 

- 9 -  



This section presents the main features of the LEvEL=2 (MOS2) model and the 

The following effects are modeled in MOS2: 

equations which describe the various flrst- and second-order eflects. 

- Backgate bias and small-size (short- and narrow-channel) effect on threshold voltage 
considering also the static feedbaek from drain to gate; 
- Saturation due to the scattering limited drift velocity of carriers and flnite voltage- 
dependent output conductance; 
- Surface field dependent mobility; 
- Weak inversion conduction; 
- Charge controlled model of regenerative effects; 
-Variation of all quantities with temperature. 

Muence of the ditferent input parameters. 
In the rest of this section the pertinent equatiox are listed with emphasis on the 

3.1. ThresholdVoltage 

From the zero-bias threshold voltage VTO given in Sec. 2, which applies for a MOS- 
FET with large dimensions (W, L > 20pm) and with the source and buik connected 
together SPICE2.G readjusts this value to Vm at  each operating point and for each 
transistor according to its size. 

- An increase of the bulk-to-source voltage increases the depletion charge which causes 

- In a short-channel device part of the deplet ion charge in the bulk terminates the elec- 
tric field ol the drain and source junctions. The electric field from gate to bulk 
depletes less charge and thus Vr. is lowered. This can be viewed by the trapezoid 
approach introduced by Yau [9] and which is used by SPICE2 (see Fig. 3-1.). 
- The edge effects in a narrow channel cause the depletiorr charge to exteod beyond the 
width of the channel. The gate-to-bulk field has to be increased to balance this charge; 
thus, Vw increases (see Fig. 3.2.). 
- The amount of charge underneath the gate depleted by the drain junction field rather 
than the gate-to-bulk field increases with V,, thus lowering VTH. This effect is approxi- 
mated geometrically in MOS2 as shown in Fig. 3.3. and is referred to  as  the static 
drain-to-gate feedback on threshold. 

Physically the toilowing effects take place: 

v, to go up. 

An equation for V,, which sums up t k  above features, can be expressed as 
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vTH = v31N YS'JZPF - VBS 

where 

T & S i  

4cux w V B ~  = VBI + DELTA- (ZVF-VBS) 

is the corrected built-in voltage for narrow channel, and 

VBI=V~B +WF (3.3) 

ys is the corrected GAMMA for shcxt-channel with static drainto-gate feedback (see 
n g .  3.3.) 

ys = GAMMA ( 1 -as -an) (3.4) 

where aD cnd as are the correction fact0i-s for the depletion charge at the drain and 
source, respectively, 

"he depletionwidths WS and TID 

wS=xD d 2 p F -  b.5 

where 

(3.11 

(3.2) 

are 

The implementation of the geometry in Fig 3 3. represents an ideahzation of the 
actual depletion Layer shape. Preluninary results show that it offers a good approxma- 
tior. zt a mirumum computation4 efor': 

I t  should be noticed that the absence of XJ from the input file bypasses the correc- 
tion fcr short channel effect. 
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3.2. DrakSourceCurrent 

In order to correct for small dimensions, the implemented drain-source current 
equation is slightly moMed relative to previous formulations [4], [5] wtuch include the 
effect of the bulk charge. 

The current in strong inversion ( V a  > VTH) is given by 

where 

I t  can be seen that the ncrow channel eflect is ir_c!uded through VBIN given in Eq. 
(3.2) and 7. The short channel uses the corrected GAMMA, 7s. p s  represents the 
degraded surface mobility. For large Yf and L the above equations revert to the well 
knownforms [4], [5]. 

3.3. Operation in the Satura';ion ReZion 

X3.1. Saturation due to Piach-oe Chmnel length Modu.lation 

As mentioned earlier, if VjLlAX is not input the program computes the saturation 
voltage VBAT assuming the channel pinches off at  the drain limit. With the corrections 
for small-size effects, V=sA~ is 

The finite output conductance observed in saiuratjcq is due to the spread of the 
pinch-off region into the channel thus reducing the effective channel length, 
Lff  =L-AL, and increasing the geometrical ratio of the conduction factor. 

-15- 
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If LAMBDA is not an input parameter, its value is computed according to Eq. (3.12) 
where 

(3.13) 

This formulation does not include the effect of the Aeld between gate and drain and 
gate and pinch-off point respectively [lo], but insures the continuity of the current and 
its first derivative at the transition from the triode- into the saturation region (impor- 
tant in an iterative solution algorithm of nonlinear simultaneous equations). Another 
drawback of the above formulation of the channel moddation is that it overestimates 
the output corductance in saturation. 

One problem with short channel devices is that at  high VDS punch-through occurs. 
This effect is not modeled in SPICEZ. In order to preven-t ths channel length from going 
negative, Eq. (3.12) is used only when the eaective channel length &,r is larger than 
the zero-bias depletion layer width WB, ( W B = & ~ ) .  When Loll gets smaller than 
WB, Eq. (3.12) is replaced by 

. 

(3.14) 

where 

L,, = L-WB (3.15) 

Although this equation does not model punch-through it prevents numerical non- 
convergence problems that have been observed. 

3.3.2. Saturation due to Scattern Lbi~ted VelocitJr. Chmae? Length Modulation 

In short-channel MOSF’ET’s the saturation of the current, occurs because the 
charge carriers reach their maximum scattering limited velocity before pinch-off. In 
other words, a lower current: is expected from a short charnel device as compared to a 
long channel deTjice of identical geomc tric ratios, processing arid biasing conditions. 

V O S , ~ ~  is obtained as the solution of Eq. (2 .8)  after substituting the expressions for 
IDSAT and Q C H ~ .  Tlvs leads to  
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A problem arises because Qmm is defined a t  the point where the carriers reach their 
maximum velocity. This point moves towards the source as V D ~  increases. The shorten- 
ing of the channel is implemented in MUS2 as proposed by Baum [ 7 ] ,  

(3.17) 

In ths theory on a VG=constant curve, the saturation voltage varies (decreases) as 
VDS increases. From a numerical paint. of mew ths requres the siniultaneous solution 
of two nonlinear equations, i.e., iterative computation Whch increases the computer 
analysis time. There is a proposal [ 113 wkuch hmts the s d u o n  to  two iterations. HGW- 
ever the method adopted in SPICE2.G precludes any nested iterative process based on 
the follomng assumptions: 
First, define  SAT according t o  Eq. (3.16) wth Le, =L and use ths  value for any VDS on 
a V,= constant characteristic. This is based on the fact that Eq. (3.17) does not pro- 
vide an accurate description of the outpit  conductance in saturation and NEFF has to 
be used as an empirical factor. In the expression of X,, Eq. (3.9), &SUB is replaced by 
NEFF*NSUB. 
Second, good agreement of the simulated and measured I-V characteristics can be 
obtained by adjusting NEFF. 

A closed-form- solution can be obtained as follows. Eq. (3.16) can be simplified to 
obtain 

3 - 
v2 2 2  2 
2 2  3 

V,--Y@ - 2 2  

( V, - - -) ( z 2- vZ)i - -s ( z3- V, ) 
v =  

where 

(3.18) 

v,= 2p1;. - v,, 
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Eq. (3.16) can be written as a quartic equation 

x4+ax3+ bz2-t-cx +d =O 

with 

(3.19) 

b =-2( VI+.) 

This equation can be solved by Ferrari's method. Among the 2 or 4 real roots, the 
smallest positive one is the valid solution; the choice is bused on the fact that the equa- 
tion represents the difference 

which decreases as VDSAT increases. 

gram computes V&AT based on the pinch-off approximation and prints out a message. 
In some cases the equation might not have a real solution. In this case the pro- 

3.4i. Weak Inversior; Conduction 

A MOSF'ET is not an ideal switch which starts conduction abruptly; there is current 
flowing in the device below the threshold voltage wbch marks ordy the onset of strong 
inversion. ' b s  current is known as the we& inversion o r  subthresho!d current. The 
simulation of t h s  behaviour is important for present day XOS circuits which are often 
designed to operate in the weak inversion region. The model implemented in SPICE2.G 
uses as a starting point the analysis perlsrmed by S:vamcn and Meindl for CMOS dev- 
ices [ i2]. 

As shown in Fig. 3.4, a new threshold voltage V& is deb-ed, above Vn1, which 
marks the transition from the weak inversion to the stropg imersion characteristic; 
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(3.21) 

where 

CD 72=1++- 
cox cox (3.22) 

Cm =g XNFS (3.23) 

NFS is introduced as a parameter in the evaluation of VoN. Its presence is neces- 
sary to  invoke the week inversion feature. NFS is not related to the physical nature of 
the subthreshdd conduction, wlvch is not determined by the filst sarlace state density. 
I t  is a curve-fitting parameter whch can be extracted from measurements. 

In the above equation it is important to notice that the quantity a p 0 p - V ~ ~  whcti 
is a multiplicctive factor of the depletior,-charge forrrrulation assGmes that V B ~  is nega- 
tive. A more exact way t o  express Eq. (3.24) is to replace the square root by a F( VBS). 
In the new M052 model, t h s  function is made t o  decay asymptotically towards zero 
when 15s becomes positive rat.her than clamp it to zero as was the case in the 
SPICE2.D and .E versi0n.s; 

(3.25) 

The weak inversion current equation for V, < V m  is 

(3.26) 

This equation insures the continuity of the currefit at V& but not the continuity of 
the first derivative in contrast. t o  the previous formulation [2]. Thus alternative has 
been chosen since t h e  eariier expression s l T e r e G  from int.rr?ducing a negative resis- 
tance in the . l ~ . y - V ~ s , l ’ ~  =constant. characteristics. 
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In order to  obtain the usual aspect of the characteristics in the I D S - V ~  plane a 
saturation voltage is defined at Vm=Vm which replaces Vm in Eq. (3.28) when the 
Latter becomes larger than the former. The role of the exponential factor is then to 
scale t h s  characteristic. 

85 .  Temperature Dependence 

source current equation. These include 
- proportionality with T of the Fermi potential (PF; 
-variation with temperature of the energy gap; 
- temperature dependence of the built-in voltage PB of the drain and source junctions; 
- mobility variation as T-9/2; 
- temperature variation of the reverse current of the dieused juctions. 

The MOS2 model readjusts all temperature-dependent variables in the drain- 

3.6. ChargeOrkented Model  far MOGFET Capadances 

Meyer's capacitance model [ 131 whcb has been used in earlier versions of SPICE2 
suffers from a fundamental weakness: it does not conserve charge. An improved for- 
mulation of the charge-oriented model proposed by Ward and Dutton [14] is used in 
SPICE2.G. The new model is based on the actual distribution of charge in the MOS 
structure and its conservation: 

QCHAN = QD + QS = 4 Bc + QB) (3.27) 

The current flowing at any terminal of a region can be related to the charge contained 
in that region, Le., 

. ~ Q G  zc= - dt 

&=- dQi3 
dt 

(3.28) 

The equivalent terms of the modified nodal admittance matrix are found by using the 
numerical implicit mtegration algorithm already built inkg the circuit simulator for the 
transient analysis [ 151, 
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The charges at any time point are assumed a function of only he terminal vc tages at 
that. same time point. h e  to the complexity involved in fmdmg the derivatives, a sim- 
ple Formulation is used for the charges [ 161 which is adjusted for continuity at the tran- 
siticm between regions of operation. The exact formulations are the subject of a 
future write-up. If the trapezoidal integration formula is used, Eq, (3.29) can be rewrit- 
ten as follows 

(3.30) 

where x stands for GB, DB arid SB, and y for G, E, D wrid S. The subscripts ind-icate the 
time poist and sqwrscripts the iteration. Thus cpantities at time point "0' are known 
(previous time point), quantities at time point " i" iteration "0" are also known from the 
solution of the last iteration at  the prmcEt time point. Time. "l", iteration "1" is the 
currlent iteration which, by substituting the above equation into the modified nodal 
system, has &ll as a solution. 

Detining capacitances for the small-signal analysis 

(3.31) 

one notes that between each pair O: nodes there care two capacitances, which in general 
are differect. 

Fig. 3.5. plots the vcltage depender,ee of the various terminal capacitances associ- 
ated with the Qc and QB charges. Only six capacitances oat of a total of twelve defined 
by Eq. (3.31) are independent due to the charge-conservation principle expressed by 
Eq. (3.27). QS and share equal perts of the channel charge Q C H ~  in the linear 
region. In saturation QD gets only XQC x where XQC is a model input parameter 
which defaults to zero, Qs results from Eq. (3.2'7). 
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A small-geometry MOSFET, defined. as a transistor with LSZprn, and W ~ 2 p m  is 
characterized by the followmg features : 

- threshold-voltage sensitivity t G  the length and the width of the device due to the two- 
dimensional nature of potential distribution; 
-threshold-voltage sensitivity to the drain voltage due to the drain induced barrier 
lowering; 
- relaxed transiticn between linear and saturation regions, and lowered saturation vol- 
tage and saturation current due to the velocity saturation of hot electrons. 

Tne MOS3 model has been developed to address the above features and the computa- 
tional efficiency. The companion capacitance model. whch conserves charge [ 141, is 
also derived and implemented. 

Instead of repeating the physical exy!.anatio;,s dreac'p prc-seated in the previous 
section, the MOS3 model is described. in simple terms with emphasis on the &fferent 
approaches between the MOS2 and MOS3 models, fo!lowed by the parameter extraction 
methodology of those newly introduced pwaneters and the performance comparision 
between MOS2 and MOS3. 

All the parasitic resistznces, overla? ilnd jmction capacitances are described by 
the same parameters as in MOS2. The mozel parameiers relating to the intrinsic MOS- 
FET are designed to be compatible with those of Mvics'2. The rule of "Electrical" and 
"Processing" parameters also holds for MOS3. The four new parameters which are 
specific to YO53 are described in Sec. 2. ETA, DELTA and KWPA are dimensionless 
"Electrical" parameters, of typical values close to 1. THETA is an "Electrical" parame- 
ter of urut l/Volt. Its typical value is approximatedly 0.1, 

4.1. ThPeshold Voltage 

The relationship between VTH, the threshold toltage, and the substrate bias devi- 
ates from the fkst-arder square root dependence t is  the device dimensions are scaled 
down. This is mainly because the buiE-in potential depends logarithmically on the sub- 
strate df3ping which is scaled u.p pro-portionally with the dimensions. This feature is 
modeled by decoup'ling the effects of channel lergth, chmne! w:dth and static feedback 
from drain to gate. Each of these features is enabled by specifying the parameters X J ,  
DELTA arid ETA, respectively. 

The short-channel effect, the decrease CJ€ VTE a3 the channel length is scaled 
down, is modelled with Dang's [17] rnxlified trapemiditi approach, reckorung with the 
influence of cylindrical field distributior, (see Fig. 4.1). 
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The narrow chamel effect, the increase of VTH as the channel width is scaled down, 
is modelled by takihg into account the extra bulk charge at the edge of the c h m e l  as 
described in the previous section. To include other edge effects such as the eldstence 
of field implant and non-planarity due to the LOCOS process, the empirical parameter 
DELTA is introduced. 

The static feedback effect can be explained as a conseqwnce of the drain induced 
barrier lowermg [16]. A term, linearly proportional to V,,, is included in the V,, 
expres'sion. The constant of this term is inversely proportional to the oxide capaci- 
tance and the cube of the channel length [19]. The parameter ETA is introduced to 
allow more flexibility, 

, 

An. expression for VTjf wixch s u n s  up the above features is formulated as: 

where 

4 = coe f f icient o f  static f eedbmk (4.2) 

fl = ETA- c, L3 

:= 8.15~10-~ ( F x m )  

Fs =: conection f acl 'or  of short channel e f f ecl (4.4) 

LD is the laieral diffusion lengtn, Wp is the depletion layer rndth of a plane junction, WC 
is the deplehon layer vvldth of a cylindrical junction aiid 

W C  
XJ 

do, d l  and d2 arc empiricd constants of vriliiss 

(4.5) 

do = 83.0631353 
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dz = -0.01 11 0777 
and 

FN = correction factor of “UI chwmel e j j e c t  

msI = DELTA - zc, w 
XD = coefFicient of depletion layer width 

4.2. Basic Drain Current Equation 
The Crain current can be expressed as : 

where 

After the integration, the following equation is obtained [ Z O ]  : 

(4.9) 

(4.101 

(4.11) 

With such simplicity, an explicit saturation voltage expression is guaranteed. Based on 
the assumption that the V’s dependent term in VTH represents the average drain vol- 
tage influence on the channel patential, it is treated as a constant throughout the’ 
integration. 
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4.3. Surface Mobility Modulation by Gat2 Voltage 

The simplest empirical equation is used to enhance the computational speed 

(4.12; 

4.4.. Velocity Saturation of Hot, Electrons 
The saturation of hot electron velocity lowers the conduction current in the linear 

region. Thus relaxes the transition between the linear and the saturation regions. In 
the  linear region this effect is rnodellcd by the conventional hyperbolic equation [21 J : . 

(4.13) 

If the parameter WAX is not specified by t'ne user, 
not modelled. 

is set to ps and this effect is 

4.5. Satmticn Vdtage 

can-iers asymptotically reiich the maximum ve1oc:itp at the drain limit (see Fig. 4.2) : 
The saturation voltage of a shcrt-charnel device is the d r ~ n  vdtage at which the 

I& = QM(d~uin) WAX (4.14) 

After the substitution of the expressions of & and Ii&, the above equation becomes : 

(4.15) 

From the above equation V&T is solved, 

(4.16) 

V ~ s g v  will depend on V,, if the parameter ETA is not z6ro I' parameter VXL4.X is absent 
from the input, the saturation voltage wd1 be deterniincd by the maximurril of the drain 
currint equation, corresponding t o  the si'aaticn of c.hnr,$! p~nc'i-oE : 
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(4.17) 

4.6. Channel Length Modulation 

As Va, becomes greater. than V'&T, the point where the carrier velocity begins to 
saturate moves towards the source. The channel length reduction, AL, is formulated 
based on Baum's theory [7 ]  : 

where 

Ep = latarar! f i e l d  tzt channel pir~rh-3 f f pckzt 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

Ins.4~ and GD~AT are the &rain cwrent (and the drain conductance at saturation respelc- 
tively. 

I t  should be noted that the poilit. w h w e  the velocity begim t o  saturate chffers from 
the point where the inversion charge goes to zero, Le., the channel pinch-off point. 
V ~ ~ A T  is the voltage at velocity saturation, while Ep is the lateral field at channel 
pinch-off. Thus the voltage across the deploted surface, of length AL, should be less 
than (15s - VDS,:T). The parmeter  KAPPA is intro6uced to account for this effect. As 
AL appraoches L. the same scheme as described in Sec. 3.3.1 is used to  prevent a 
negative effective channei 1eXt;h. 
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4.7. We& Inversion Conduction 

The equations in the weak inversion region are the same as those used in MOSZ, 
which provide bcth Lhe continuity of the drain current,, the proper bias dependence 
and sufficient computaticnal efficiency. The same p r m e t e r  XFS is used to turn on 
the v:e& inversion feature. Tor details see Sec. 3.4. 
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4.8. Temperature Depeadence 

All the quantities referred to in the model equations have the same temperature 
dependence as in MOS2. The four newly introduced parameters are all empirical. No 
temperature dependence has been developed for them as yet. 

4.9. Capaci’bnce Xodel w i t h  Charge Conserv2tion 

The total amount of charge residirg on the gate, QG, can be evaluated as : 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

After carrying out the btegration, 

(4.23) 

The total channel charge &~a/ resuits from the charge conservation principle, 

QWAN = -( QG + QB) (4.26) 

It is equally divided into the source arA the drain chargss in the linear region of 
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opemtion. In saturation 
Ekch of these charges has three associated derivatives which are the capacitive 

elements in the circuit model. I t  should be noted that only six of these twelve capaci- 
tive components are independent. 

gets a share XQC of Q c H ~ ,  

4.10. Paramekr Errtraction for MOS3 

The characteristics of small geometry MOSFET's are sensitive to the device dimen- 
sions. The systematic parameter extraction requires measurements of several devices 
with di.fferent combirations of length and. width, and the manipulation of the collected 
data. The fundaments! parameters VTO, NSVB, UO an6/or GALWA and KP, which are 
common to both MOS2 and MOS3, should be extracted from a loL% and wide device, as 
described in next section. Only the extraction methodology of parameters relatmg to 
the second-wder effects is described in the Follovri_,ng : 

4.10.1. THFL'A. Mbbility Modulation P a r m e t e r  

This effective surface mobility is the Sope of the : ( L x I a s ) / (  ~'xC~L'DS)] versus Vm 
plot in the linear region, at constant V,, and V',s, RS indicated by the current equation, 
(4.11). Rearrange Eq. (4.12) as : 

(4.27) 

Clearly, parameter THEXA is the slope af thn ( U O / p s )  versus V, plot. In order to iso- 
late the gate voltage influence from the hot electron effect, the measurements of IDS 
versus 1,'s must be carried out at low VDS, say 0.2 volts. 

4.10.2. IQA, Static Feedback Parameter 
The coefficient u, the slope of the V, versus 15s plot at constant V,, as defined in 

Eq. (4.2) represents the magnltude of the static feedback effect. The determination of 
u involves the measurement of the threshold voltage of sntall geometry MOSFET's at 
interrneciate YDs level. The VTH'S should be determined from the IDS versus V,  curves 
at different I ~ s ,  at low current levels (see Fig. 4.3). 
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Other threshold voltage determination algorithms, based on either the simple 
saturation current equation which is proportional to t‘ne s q ~ a r e  of ( Vm-Vm) or the 
approximately linear current equation which is proportional to ( Vm- 6H-V’ /2) V’s, 
does not hold because of the hot electron effect. Parameter ETA is related to o by 

COX L~ E T A = u -  R (4.26) 

The value ot the empirical comtant fl, see Eq. (4.3), has been adjusted such that, for 
most ,practical devices, ETA assumes a value close to  one. 

4.10.3. DELTA, Width meet on ThreslzofQ VoLtage 

The coefficient of the width effect on Vm a1 constant I ~ S ,  relates inwrsely to the 
channel width as indicated by Eq. (4.6). DEL”I?A relates to Fj4(2p0p-V&) i Y ,  the slope of 
Vm ve-scs 1 /W plots, as : 

(4.29) 

Its value varies from process to process. 

4.10.4. WAX W t e d  Velocity of Hot Helctrons 
Thts effective mobility at intermediate VDS level deviates from the value at low V,,, 

ps. The parameter WAX can be estimated as follows : measure IDS versus Vm at 
&Eerenl. fixed VDS’S, extract the effective mobility. pxm, frcm the collected data, md 
finally p o t  ( L/#,AEfl-1/pS) versus VEIL.  The slope of this plot is the inverse of WJX 
as indicated by the rearrangement of Eq. (4.13) : 

(4.30) 

4.3 0.5. KW’A. Correlation CoeScient of the D r a h  Fie52 in Satmtiont 

The cstraction of parameter KAPPA f rom measurement is not as straight forward 
as €or the other paramitera. First, one has to estimate the approximate saturation 
voltage a r d  saturation current using the VNlAX obtained, as above. Then the channel 
length reduction can be esiirzlated as : 

IDS AL = L(1--) 
IDSAT 

(4.31) 

The slope cf the AL2 versus V,, plot is approxirnateijr Kfl-PAx;:?, 
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4.11. Performance Cornparisor: between Me32 and P O S 3  

Though MOS2 and MOS3 share most o! the model parameters. different values for 
the same parameter must be used to produce approximately the same characteristics. 
For example, the parameter VMAX has no effect on the linear region characteristics of 
MOS2, while it lowers the effective mobility of MOS3. In order to get a match, a lower 
value for UO in MOS2 is required. 

The V& dependence of the basic drain current equation in MOS3 is an approxima- 
tion of that in MOS2. With all other parameters being properly adjusted for a specific 
device, say L = ~ ~ ~ , N S U S = ~ X ~ O ' ~  ~rn-~andTOX=O. l p ,  this approximation only intro- 
duces about 2% deviation in the case of Vm well above VTH. The deviation increases to 
20% when the gate voltage is only 0.5 volts above V ~ H .  Hovever, in the latter case, the 
device is already approaching subthishold conduction and the basic strong inversion 
theory begins to fail. 

The benchmark runs with SPICE2.G tiSLc3te that., with com;.ai,ible input pararne- 
ters, the HOS3 model is up to 40% faster in the model compztation time as compared 
with MOS2, depending upon the nature of the circuit and its operation. 
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t 5. P O D E L P A F U X E E R ~ O N  I *  I 

I Naturally the accuracy of the results of a MOS IC simulation depends heavily on 
the values of the model input parameters. The I-V characteristics predicted by the 
equations of the model must match very closely the measured characteristics. The 
complexity of the equations in Sec. 3 is such that some computer aids are required to 
obtain the program value of the device pqq-ameters. The best results are obtained if a 
characterization system is set up [22] which has as core a desk-top or a mini ccmputer 
which controls the measuring instnun and does the necessary computations for 
fincling the model parameters. The e hplemented in the parameter extrac- 
tion program must be identical to those used in the circuit simulator. A data acquisi- 
tion software designed for a certain m d e l  proviles accurate input parameters only for 
that particular model. When the model is changed, the parameter extraction software 
has to be changed as well. 

Another tool necessary for parameter eatfa-ction is a test c h p  whch should have 
the following features: 
- a short- and a long channel MOSFET; 
- a narrow- and a wide channel device; 
- &Tused resistances; 
- pcly-silicon resistances; 
- a i.ectangular and a meander form junction capacitor; 
- a thin and a field oxide capacitor. 

A desired feature of the parameter extraction software is to fmd the spread of the 
parameters for a number of wafer runs m d  to group the parameters according to a 
certain criterion, e.g., speed or power consumption, into a worst, best and nominal 
casle input file [23]. 

It is the purpose of thls section to  illustrate the methodology and the minimum 
hardware software to extract the main input parameters for the MOS2 model. The 
repwted work has been performed using a Tektronix 4351 c?eshtop calculator, Tek- 
trorlix 576 curve tracer, a C-V measuring instrument and a multimeter. 

5.1. Vro and NSUB Measurement 
The measurement is taken on a saturated transistor connected to a curve tracer. 

Since at this starting point few parameters are known, the saturated characteristic is 
approximated by a parabola rather than u s i x  t h e  exact current equation given in 
Sec 3. 
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where CJ, is the ordinate at the origin of the C-V plot and A I  is the area (known) of the 
rectangular capacitor. The measured results indicate that KJ is very close to 0.5. 

CJSW and MJSW can be found using a linear regression through the (V,, CJZ) data 
points of the meander-form diffusion Eq. (5.4) can be rewritten as 

The data processing is performed by PROGRAM1 (see Appendix: 1) which in 
response to  the point pairs ( V R , C ~ &  and other constants &splays the result of the 
interpolation, Le., CJSW and MJSW. 

If MJ = 0.5 is not adequate, PROGRAM1 c a  be easily mod.fied to perform the same 
linear regression as Eq. (5.5) for the large rectangular capacitor orJy to find HJ. 

Finding the parameters whch describe the mobility variation. with the surface 
field is very important for an accurate simulation of the I-V characteristic. C'O, UCRIT 
and UEXP whch appear in the mobility degradation formula of KO52 (see E;q. (2 .7 ) ) ,  
must be found. 

The experimental setup allows independent variation of 15s and V a  on the curve 
tracer and to extract data points from thc linear- (very low 15s) and triode region up 
to VDSAT - 

A straight line can be interpolated through these rh ta  points by remranging 
Eq. (2.7) 

(5.7) 

where 
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The threshold Vm is taken as the intercept on the abscissa of the above linear regres- 
sion through the coordinate pair (6, Vm). Several Vr ,  are calculated; one for each 
VBS I 

where PHI = Zpp. From another straight line interpolated in the plane 
(fi,m, V ~ H ) ,  the slope gives GAMMA and 

(5.3) 

All the above extrapolations are parfor-med by PROGRAMi written in BASIC for the 
Tek 4051 the l i s t q  and operating instructions of whch are coniained in Appendix 1. 
The user has mainly to input only the (1~3, VG,?) point pairs and the V's stepping and 
the pi ogram will display VTO, GN.MA and NSUE. 

These measurements should be performed on a long and wide channel MOSFET 
since the above values will then be corrected by the program for small-size effects. For 
more sccuracy the extraction program couid perform one more iteration once the first 
estimate has been found for VTO and NSUB and use the exact current equation as 
implemented in MOS2. 

5.2. Capmitame Pemrements 
As: has beer, already mentioned in Sec. 2 the j w c  tion cnpacitance is separated into 

a bottom and a sidewall capacitance 

(5.4) 

where A represents the plane area (on layout), P the perimeter and VR the revers? bias 
applied t o  the junction. 

CJ can be found first by assziming tha? the sidewall zapacitzme of the large rec- 
tangular capacitor is negligible. From a C-V plot, one gets 
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with 

KPi - conduction factor for riderent V a  

KPo - maximum value of conduction factor 

UDCP and UCRIT are obtained from the above linear regression as the slope and y 
intercept respectively by plotting log(KPi /h'Po) on the y- and log( V,-V,-UTRAxY,,) 
on the x axis. 

The data processing is performed again by PROGRAM1 by specifying ( V ~ S ,  V a ,  fos) 
points where for ditferent V ~ S  curves different maximum V'& values are entered in 
order to cover each characteristic up to V'S,~. PROGRAlMl computes UO. UCRIT and 
UEXP for each V,, range and at the end displays an average for each of the three 
values over the who1 e inLerva1. 

5.4. &proximaticxi of WAX 

A second progain written in BASlC for the 'Tek 4051, PROGRAM2 (see Appendix 2) 
helps with its two options to evaluate VMAX. The first alternative is t.o plot bs.4~ as a 
function of the effective channel length L with Ira as a parameter. For each W, one 
gets a different set of curves. Fig. 5.1. shows such a sample plot. 

The second option plots I D ~ ~ T  as a function of VNAX with V& as a parameter. A 
diEerent set of curves results for each L. A swnp!e plot for thus option is shown in 
Fig. 5.2. 

Starting from the measured characteristics one defines VDSAT as the voltage start- 
irg from whlch the I-?'- curve can be &pproximat.ed by a straight line and the current 
corresponding t o  this point is IJ9sAT. With these values one can get  a good guess for 
WAX from plots sirnilar to those in Fig. 5.1. and 5.2. I t  is emphasized that PROGIIA;;M2 
uses the same equations as those implemented in SPiCE2.G for V&s-.g~ (XL4X). 
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I t  is the purpose of this example to show the ease with which a section of a CMOS 
L21 circuit is accurately simulated starting from the layout and using the new device 
c2 rd format and model input parameter. The circuit of Fig. 6.1 represents a short path 
of a MOS/LSI circuit. The output signal CS generated from CLK can be measured at  an 
OL tput pad and compared with the simulated waveform. The input deck for SPICE2.G is 
g i  ren in Appendix 3. 

The measured circuit chips wereilocated on the same wafer with the test patterns 
frc>m which the parameter extractionhas been performed. For an accurate simulation 
a1 the parasitics of the layout must be included; R1 represents the series resistance of 
the input pad protection while Ro and Ra represent crossunder diffusions. Each C 
inlzludes all the capacitive effects associated wit'n that node. e.g., C1 is contributed by 
Al. to-Fleld oxide, Poly to-&ld, TJ+ and P+ junctions m d  thin oxide, where for each the 
accurate overlap area must be evaluated. Ezch of [be gztes has been modeled as a 
subcircuit. A load capacitance of lOOpF has been used; the re& is attributed to the 
probe and parasitics. Fig. 6.2. shows a sample simulated outpat of the waveforms. 

An interesting result has been obtained by performix the simulation with and 
wi :hout sidewall capacitance and with and without scatteringlimited drift-velocity 
efiects ( W ! .  The input Ale given in Appendix 3 is complete irJ: the sense that it 
inc:ludes series resistance, sidewall capacitance an6 drift velocity saturation. Tlie dev- 
iccs which have no perimeter specified had a negligible sidewall compared to the area. 

The results of the different simulations and the measured values are summarized 
in Table 1. I t  can be noticed that the above two effects contribute a 15 to 20% accuracy 
inprovement and the simulated results of this circuit containmg 22 MOSFET's is within 
5 1 o 10% of the results for the actual circuit. 

. .  
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Appendix 1 

User Instructions and Listing of PROGRAXl 

Laad the program from the tape catridge (Tektronix 4051) by typing: 

FILEn CR 
OLD CR 

TrrO, GAMMA, and NSUE Interpiation 

Calculator prompts: 

TYPE OF LIN REGRESSIOX, DLXCE TYPE, 

NO. OF POINT PAIRS, KO. O F  CURIES 

GAMMA 
N (or P) 
no. of ( l ~ s , V c ~ )  pairs for each I’m, 
no. of different VSB values 

CR 
CR 

CR 

Prompt: 

PHI, TOX, VSB STEP 

Ente- appropriate signed values; although NSUB is not yet known specify guess for PHI 

Prontp t: 
( 2 Y F ) .  

IT, VSB = value, VGS = , IDS(UA) = 

w k r ?  n specifies the coordinate pair number, value the VSB value and the user enters: 

’JGS value, IDS value in ,u-4 CR 

Tais is repented as many times as necessary for entering all data as specified at the 
begirning; VSS must have the appropriate sign. 
Ai coaclusion the program will print: 

VTO = value, GL&IXIA = value, NSUB = value 
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Capacitzmce Intespolatior, 

Answer in response to the starting prornpt (TYPE OF LIN REGRESSION, etc): 

CR 
CR 

CR 

CAPACTTANCE 
N (or P) 
no. of ( VR , CJZ) point pairs, 
1 

Prompt: 

PB, CJ (PFIU-2). AREA (U-2), PERIMETER 

where PB and CJ have the same meaning as in SPICE2 and AREA and PERIMETER refer 
t o  the meander form capacitor. 
Enter the corresponding values separated by commas and CR after the last one. 

At the conclusion the calculator vEll display: 

CJSW = value, MJSN = vaiue 

The program assumes CJ known an2 interpolates for VJ=O.5; it can be easily modifled 
for a two step interpolatron, first for CJ and MJ with the area of the rectangular capaci- 
tor, and then for CJSV and MJSW. 

Mobility Interpdation 

Paswer in response to the starting prompt ( W E  OF LIN REGRESSION, etc): 

MOBILITY CR 
N (or P) CR 
no. of (T/Gs,lm) point pairs, 
no. of different VDS ranges CR 

h e  range of V,S has the meanirg that diderent 15s values con be specified for each 
fcs = constant charecteristic in order to c m e r  each VB curve up to the saturation 
,oink V'SAT. For the sample data sho-m in Tab!e A.1 enter: 

MOBILTTY CR 
P CR 
4'4 CR 

3mpt: 

VTO, NSUB, TOX, um4, w, LEFF, VSH 

respective vdues are entered segerated by cormas and a Cli  after the last one. 
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LEFF is the layout channel length less the under-diffusions. 
Prompt: 

n, VDS = , VGS = , IDS(UA) = 
where n is the current number of data point set; at  each such prompt one line from 
Table A.1 has to be input. After all data for one VD, range have been input the 
corresponding UO, UCRIT, and UEXP are displayed: 

VDS = value, UO = value, UCRIT = value, UEXP = value 

Ths operation is repeated until all the different Vjs ranges are entered. At  the end the 
program will print an average value for the three mobility factors over all the data 
points. An example is shown in Fig.  A l .  
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TABLE AI. 

-1.0 

-1.5 
-2.0 

-3.0 77 
-3.5 102 
-4.0 120 
-4.5 145 

-3.5 125 
-4.0 180 
-4.5 220 
-5.0 255 
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Use the s 
Prompt: 

4penC;ix 2 

User Instructions and Listing of PROGRJXZ 

me procedure as in Appendix 1 to load the program from the tape cartridge. 

SELECT TYPE OF PLOT: ENTER 1 FOR VDSAT = F(L) 
2 FOR IDSAT = F(VMPX) 

Enter: 
1 (or 2) CR 

A drst set of parameters is required next: 

TYPE, T O ,  :USUB, TOX(U), W(U), LEFF(U), VSB 

Enter the required deta as follows: 

N (or P) CR 
values CR 

The values are input separated by commas and a CR at the end of the line. 
Additional parameters are required next: 

UO, UCRIT, ufi3cp, UTRA, VNWC (MIS) 

These are input in the same dimensions as used in SPICE2.G. 
The Li-mits and step size of the variable (L or vMt\)i dependmg on which type of plot has 
been selected, 1 or 2 respectively) are requested next: 

LOWE% LEFF Oi? WAY, UPPER LEFF OR W, STEP, 

LOVER [VGS) , UPPER kGS], IS?”) 
After entering these last values plots of t.he type shown in Figs. 5.1. and 5.2. will be 
displayed o n  the screen. 
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Appendix 3 
Example circuit SPICE2.G Input 

SECTION OF CMOS LSI CIRCUIT FOR SPICE2.G 

.OPTIONS ABSTOL=lU ACCTVN'COL=lOON YODE 
* 2 IN NAND DEFINITION 
.SUBCKT N.mD 1 2 3 4 5 
Ml 3 1 6 5 N1 W=40U L=BU AD=BOOP AS=LPC? NRD=2 NRS=1 
M2 6 2 5 5 N1 W=43U L=BU AD=280P AS=2080P NRD=l  NRS=6 
M 3  3 1 4 4P! W=2OU L=8U AD=33BP AS=lIG(IF'NRD=l NRS=3 
M4 3 2 4 4 P1 W=2OU L=RY AD=S3BP A S = l f e + P  Ii39=2 NRS=B 
.EKDS NAND 

INkXRTE:RS 210 AND 211 
.SUBCKT Ihl-210 1 2 3 4 
M 5  2 1 4 4 N1 W=24U L=BU AD=S2BP A S = 1 0 2 I P  &RD=40 NRS=17 
M6 2 1 3 3PlW=24CT L=BV AD=1432PAS=404OPNRD=5 NRS=16 
. EKDS I , W  i 0 
.SUBCKT IhV21i 1 2 3 4 
M7 2 1 4 4 N 1  W=8U L=8U AD=ZOOP AS=5120PNRD=7 Nl?S=65 
MB 2 1 3 3 P1 W=BU L=BU AD=160? AS=404CP h'XD=3 NF.S=B 
. E h D S  I T u i  1 1 
* 3 I N N O H G A T E  
.SUrECKT NOR 1 2 3 4 5 6 

+ PD=125U PS=23OU 
M11 4 2 6; 6 N? W=20tJ L=BU AD=1150P AS=512GP NRD=22 NRS=S5 
+ P D = l 2 5 U  PS=230U 
M 1 2  2 3 5 6 N1 W=2GU L=8U A D = l i 5 0 P  AS=512GP NRD=75 NRS=65 
+ PD=?25U PS=230U 
M13 7 3 5 5 P; W=BOU L=8U AD=4%0P AS=960P NRD=.5NRS=1 
M14 8 2 7 5 PI W=60U L=8U A D = 1 0 2 0 P A S = 4 2 0 P  NRD=l NRS=.5 
M15 d 1 6 5 P1 W=60U L=8U AD=960P AS=102GP NRD=l NRS=1 
.EhDS NOR 

.SLBCKT OlJTBUF' 1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 
M20 4 8 E 6 N I  W=38+U L=BU AD=4148? AS=SOLBP NRD=5 NRS=.5 
f PD=445U PS= 151GIJ OF" 
M 2 1  4 8 5 5 P1 W=824U L=BU AD=11560P i\S=9350P NRD=.5 NRS=.5 
+ PD=119OU E'S=: 55C.U 
M22 H 7 6 6 N 1  W=12UU L=13U AD=ICOOP A3=304.3? T\iR3=2 Tu'RS=3 

M10 4 1 6 6 Ni W=20U L=EU AD=115OP AS=5120P NRD=22 NRS=65 

OUTPUT BLIFFER 
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+ PD=21OU PS=151OU 
K 2 3  7 8 6 6 N2 W=8U L=40U G~=i800P AS=6048P NRD=10 NRS=!5 
+ PD=150U PS=151OU OFF 
M24 7 8 5 5 P2 W=8U L=40U AD=lOOOP AS=9360P NkD=6 NRS=12 
+ PD=150U PS=165OU 
M25 8 7 5 5 P1 W=128U L=BU AD=1’740P AS=9360P NRD=4 NRS=4 
+ PD=205U PS= 1650U OFF 
It26 1 2 7 5 P1 W=24U L=BU AD=1400P AS=300P  NRD=9 NRS=3 
+ PD=175U P S = l l O U  OFF 
M27 1 3 7 6 N1 W=24U L=8U AD=GOOP AS=54OP NRD=14 NRS=24 
+ PD=245U PS=BOOU OFF 
CFF 7 II 84F 
.ENDS OUTBUF 
* CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
C-WIO 1 0 BOF 
R 1  1 2 2.2K 
c2 2 0 3.3P 
R2 2 3 235 
CALF72 3 0 3843 
R 3  3 4 1.27K 
CALF13 4 0 116F 
Xi.%XD 4 5 6 20 0 NAND 
vF1 5 0 10 
C6 6 0 200F 
XNOR 8 6 7 923 ONOR 
XlNVl 9 1020 OINV211 
C10 io 0 67.5F 
VH36 7 0  
X I W O  11 8 2 0  OIhJV210 
vcso 11 0 10 
C8 8 0 65F 
XOUT 8 10 9 13 20 0 15 14OUTBUF 
CL 13 0 20P 
VIN 1 0 PULSE(0 10 ION 10N 10N 200N 40Oh’) 
VDD 20 0 10 
.IVODESETV(13)=10V( 1 4 } = 0 V ( 1 5 ) = ? 0  
.TRIL”J I N  lOON 
.PLOT TRAN V( 1) V( 2) I/( 3) V( 4) V(6) V(9) V <  10) Vi 13) (0, 10) 
.MODEL F1 PMOS(TOX=O.l25U NSUE=3 2E15 VTO=-O 65 SJ=1.:5U LD=1 125U 
+ JS=7.752-5 PB=0.88 UO=19i LTCRITz4 14E+ U E V = G  :6 UTKJ.=(! 25 
+ CGB=3E-10 CGD=3.%6E-10 CGS=3 26s-10 CJS’tF= IF ‘vGL,kX=5 Z.1. NE?’F=3 
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+ RSH= 14 LFvEL=2) 
.MODEL N1 N?vlOS(TOX=O.125U NSUB=lOE15 VT0=0.924 XJ=1.9U LD=1.5U 
+ JS= 1.24E-4 PB=@.69 Tj0=622 UCRIT=3.9734 UEXP=0.06 UTRA=0.25 

+ RSH=3 LFvEL=2) 
+ CGB=3E-10 CGD=4.35E-10 CGS=4.35E-10 CJSW=ZF VM&=5E4 NEF'F'z3 

.MODEL P2 PMOS(TOX=O. 125U NSUB=3.2E15 VT0=-0.65 XJ=l.SU LD=l.  125U 
+ JSz7.753-5 PB=O.86 U 0 = 2 2 2  UCR1T=5.83E4 UEXP=O. 15 UTRA=0.25 
+ CGB=3E-10 CGD=3.26E-10 CGSz3.26E-10 CJSW=lF VMAX=5E4 NEFF=3 
+ RSH= 14 LEVEL= 2) 
.MODEL N2 NMOS(TOX=O.l25U NSUB=lOE15 VT0=0.924 W=1.9U LD=1.5U 

+ CGB=3E-11 CGD=4.35E-l0 CGS=4,35E-10 CJS\Y =2F W.U=5E4 NEFF=3 
+ RSH=3 LFvEL=2) 
.END 

+ JSzi.24E-4 PBz0.89 U 0 = 8 1 4  UCRIT=6.2E4 U , W = O . 1 3  UTRA=0.25 
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